
MAX MEMORIZED THIS VERSE.
Now it’s your turn! Check the box 
to the right when you finish.
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    One of the ways to 

figure out if you are getting to know Jesus 

is if you start to act like Him.  This week, go 

out of your way to do something nice for 

someone.  Write down that person’s name 

below and a nice thing you did for him.

name:

your nice act:

“Anyone who listens to my teaching
and obeys me is wise, like a person 
who builds his house on solid rock.”

— Matthew 7:24  
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jr. episode 1

Dig further!

PARENT’S PART
Do the MAP Book 
with your child.

Draw a plus sign(      ) next to the true sentence and a minus 

sign (     ) next to a wrong sentence.

We can know that the book of Acts is accurate because people were really 
there to see what happened and wrote it down so we could know as well.  
The more you read God’s Word, the more you’ll discover.

The earth is round

Peter denied Jesus three times

The earth goes around the sun

About 3,000 people became 
Christians after Peter’s 
first sermon

Jesus died on the cross

Jesus rose from the dead

savior

lovedpeople

did miracles

drove acool car

played pro
football

coming back

again

worked at
the mall

raised fromthe dead

crucified

liked pop tartsGod’s Son tall

Help Sir Bottomly pick the correct letters 
to complete today’s Compass Point.

Have someone read Acts 2:22-41 to you.

    When you do the 
   research to find out 
 who Jesus is, you,ll 
discover He is exactly
who He claims tobe, God,s Son.

             Have you ever had to do a  
             report about something you  
         thought you already knew, but then  
      learned something you didn’t know before? Well it’s 
like that with Jesus. The more we read about Him, the more we discover. 
In the space below, circle the words that describe Jesus.  

“Don’t say ‘___up,’
until you  __ook it __p!”
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